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Year-End Sale on Packing Folders, Get Travel Gear for
$6 Using Coupon

Yumi Cua December 23, 2013

Dot&Dot Travel Series is now offering a discount coupon code on two-piece set of
packing folders. Buyers can use the coupon to buy the folders at $6 each, instead of
$50 for the two-piece set.

(Newswire.net -- December 23, 2013) Daly City, California -- Dot&Dot Travel Series now
starts the year-end sale on their packing folders. They are offering a discount coupon
code 27TFWJWQ on a 2-piece set of packing organizers and buyers can use the coupon
to get each packing folder at $6 instead of spending $50 for the set. The offer is available
for the first 100 online shoppers only.

Each packing folder is 18-inches in length and can hold up to 8-12 pieces of pants or shirts. The packing organizers
maximize space and minimize wrinkles. They are also good to maintain secrecy and privacy while undergoing
security inspections.

According to a spokesperson of the company, “We are announcing coupon code offer for first 100 customers. It
enables customers to get a huge discount on our premium packaging organizers. You can get the set of two-piece for
$12 instead of spending $50.”

The unique travel gear includes a folding board with folding instructions that helps to pack and fold easily. The
organizers also fit perfectly in most carry-on luggage. 

The spokesperson also added, “We have introduced the huge discount plan to begin our year-end sale. Our offer is
available for limited customers on a first-come-first-serve basis. We are also planning to launch other attractive offers
soon.”

Dot&Dot Travel Series aims to attract customers during this year-end with their holiday sales. They are offering the
coupon code for a limited period for those who want to do their last minute shopping.

George Mathews, a frequent traveler says, “I go on frequent tours due to my business and face a lot of problems
when it comes to organizing my formal office wear efficiently. I was looking for a great packing organizer. Dot&Dot
packing folders at such reduced prices have just come in at the right time for me.”

The coupon is generating good response and supplies are running out fast, according to the spokesperson.

About: Dot&Dot Travel is a reputed company that creates innovative travel accessories that are effective solutions for
packing shirts and pants while traveling. For details, visit http://www.amazon.com/Travel-Packing-Organizers-
Accessories-Satisfaction/dp/B00FZEE2GO
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